
Liberty300 Two-Way 
Vibrating Pendant

User Guide



The Liberty300 Two-Way Vibrating Pendant is our new frequency 
hopping spread spectrum pendant with updated receiver 
integration. 

Your pendant (personal radio trigger) is wirelessly connected to 
your Liberty300 home unit and enables you to generate a call for 
help from anywhere in your home or garden. 

The pendant is bi-directional, meaning that when it sends a signal 
to the Liberty300 home unit and the signal is acknowledged by the 
alarm, the pendant will vibrate and the red LED will also illuminate.

The pendant should be worn at all times and can be worn around 
the neck or on the wrist using the attachments supplied.

Your pendant is water resistant (to IP67 standard) up to one metre 
for 30 minutes. It can be worn in the shower however wearing it in 
the bath should be avoided where possible.

Product overview
Once received, the Liberty300 Two-Way Vibrating Pendant will 
require programming to your alarm, by following the steps below.

1. Call 1800 046 981 and advise the Operator 
you have a new pendant to be programmed.

2. Give the Operator your contact number and 
name for confirmation.

3. Confirm the Serial Number of the pendant 
located underneath the barcode on the back 
of you pendant.

The Operator will then send information through to your alarm, 
once completed, you will be asked to test the pendant by pressing 
the button.

Your new Liberty300 Two-Way Vibrating Pendant is now active and 
ready to use.

Programming to the Liberty300

If required, the Liberty300 Two-Way Vibrating Pendant may be 
cleaned periodically with a damp cloth and mild detergent or an
alcohol wipe.

Cleaning
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Dimensions (W x H x D)  38mm x 40mm x 12mm
Weight    25g
Battery type    Lithium
Battery life    10 year lithium quiescent standby
Radio frequency    915-928MHz frequency range
Radio range    100-300m in open air (subject to   
     environmental conditions)
Waterproof rating   IP67 / Up to 1m for 30mins
Operating temp range  Ambient temperature range 0°C   
     to +50°C
Radio (main unit and pendant): AS/NZS 4268.2012
Design, Manufacture:  ISO9001:2000

Technical details


